6:30:15 PM Andrhia: Hmm
6:30:23 PM Andrhia: Let's give it a couple of minutes for stragglers
6:30:30 PM Andrhia: But it may well be just us!
vanevery0 [Mibbit@chat-solu-B8E446DC.dynamic.ip.windstream.net] entered the room. (6:30:36 PM)
6:30:46 PM vanevery0: hello
6:30:47 PM Andrhia: Welcome
6:30:55 PM Andrhia: We're giving it a couple of minutes to see if turnout improves
6:31:07 PM Corvus: Heyo vanevery0
6:31:10 PM vanevery0: I don't think you made a wide announcement?
6:31:13 PM vanevery0: hey Corvus
6:31:37 PM Andrhia: I broadcast as widely as I could manage originally
6:31:43 PM Andrhia: But I didn't think to send out a reminder :)
zratchet [ML@chat-solu-1CD74C56.sw.biz.rr.com] entered the room. (6:31:44 PM)
6:31:47 PM vanevery0: Hm.  I only heard of it second hand
6:31:58 PM vanevery0: But then, I'm not a paying member
6:32:06 PM zratchet: hello
6:32:13 PM vanevery0: hi Michael
6:32:16 PM Andrhia: I don't have a lot of reach all on my own :)
6:32:42 PM vanevery0: Well, less of a free for all is not necessarily a bad thing.
6:32:53 PM Andrhia: *nod*
BrianRobbins [Mibbit@chat-solu-DC5ABBE3.hlrn.qwest.net] entered the room. (6:33:06 PM)
6:33:09 PM Andrhia: I think Coray was going to try to make it, at least, but he's a busy guy, and wouldn't be surprised if he can't
6:33:27 PM BrianRobbins: Hey everyone, sorry I'm a couple mins late
6:33:35 PM Andrhia: S'OK
6:33:45 PM Andrhia: We were just holding things up for a few minutes for just that very reason
6:33:55 PM BrianRobbins: cool
6:34:01 PM Andrhia: I'll give it until 6:35 by my clock and then start official proceedings ;)
6:35:24 PM Andrhia: And there we are
6:35:26 PM Andrhia: OK!
6:35:40 PM Andrhia: Hi, everyone, I'm Andrea Phillips, and I'm the chairman of the ARG SIG.
6:36:03 PM vanevery0: intros all around?
6:36:11 PM Andrhia: Yes, an excellent idea
6:36:33 PM vanevery0: I'm Brandon Van Every.  I'm working on the Game Design SIG constitution and also helping to organize the Indie SIG.
6:36:35 PM Andrhia: Also please note I plan to log this conversation and post the proceedings online
6:36:58 PM vanevery0: I'm not an IGDA member.  These 2 SIGs don't require me to be.
6:37:07 PM Andrhia: So don't say anything you wouldn't want to say in front of everybody
6:37:24 PM Andrhia: Anyone else?
6:37:31 PM Corvus: I'm Corvus Elrod. I'm on the executive committee of the Writing SIG and I hosted the recent petition claling for a special meeting.
6:37:32 PM SR: But voting requires you to be an IGDA member.
6:37:34 PM vanevery0: I have extensive professional experience gathering signatures and registering voters for ballot initiatives.
6:37:49 PM BrianRobbins: I'm Brian Robbins, IGDA vet. I've been chair of the Online SIG, co-founded the Casual SIG, helped out with a couple chapters, and currently am chair of the Colorado Chapter
6:38:09 PM SR: I am Sheri Rubin. I'm QA SIG Chair, SIG rep for P&M committee, I'm on a ton of SIGs, and have been on the executive board of the Chicago Chapter.
6:38:22 PM SR: I also just sent the link via IM to Coray and Tom just in case
6:38:32 PM Andrhia: Oh good, thank you!
6:38:34 PM SR: And Darius
6:38:35 PM marc: I'm Marc McGinley, I'm a member of the ARG SIG, and recently became a member of IGDA. Just poking my nose in to see what this is all about :)
DariusK [Mibbit@4BC7FE28.D1085FC2.8A2B624E.IP] entered the room. (6:38:44 PM)
6:39:18 PM Andrhia: Welcome, Darius
6:39:27 PM Andrhia: We're doing introductions 'round the table
6:39:39 PM DariusK: Let me know when to intro.
6:39:45 PM Andrhia: Any time ^_^
6:39:54 PM SR: Coray said he's going to try and log on in 15 minutes
6:40:09 PM Andrhia: Hmm
6:40:19 PM Andrhia: I vote we start the conversation and catch him up when he pops in
6:40:23 PM Andrhia: Any objections?
6:40:31 PM SR: Nope
6:40:41 PM Corvus: no
6:40:47 PM zratchet: no
6:40:55 PM DariusK: no
6:41:00 PM Andrhia: I'll take that as a go! If you're here tonight, you probably already know our concern is IGDA board election reform, and we're here to think up a bunch of ways we can improve the IGDA election process and voter experience. 
6:41:09 PM DariusK: Okay, I just dropped in, but I'm Darius Kazemi. I'm the Boston Chapter coordinator and the Tech Co-Officer for the Education SIG. I'm also right this second in the middle of finalizing a document for the Special Meeting Task Force so I may be not all here for a bit!
6:41:43 PM zratchet: I'm Michael Lubker, current Chair and Reboot Manager of the IGDA Indie SIG and a paid member... also work with the WIGSIG as a Mentor, the Austin Chapter as a volunteer and local indie group organizer, the Design SIG as a formation member and on the constitutional committee,  the Edu SIG as a GGJ organizer, a blogger for the Leadership forum, and interested in the Mobile SIG's reboot efforts.
6:42:06 PM Andrhia: I think this is two separate problems -- one is creating some barrier to entry so we don't have thirty candidates, and the other is somehow arranging it so that we get more complete information on the candidates' background and stance on important issues
6:42:29 PM zratchet: have we ever had that many candidates, the highest I've seen in recent years is 16
6:42:42 PM vanevery0: Many states in the USA have a Primary.
6:42:45 PM SR: I am not sure if the first is an issue, outside of making it harder to get more complete info on that many people
6:43:01 PM SR: But I think the second problem is the one that I would say we focus on first
6:43:10 PM Andrhia: They influence one another
6:43:18 PM SR: Because I'm guessing even asking for more complete info and all that will limit the amount of people willing to run :)
6:43:24 PM Andrhia: Yes, probably
6:43:29 PM BrianRobbins: I'd disagree with the first part too - I don't think the number of candidates is an issue, and I'm not sure I'd be behind something that created more barriers there
6:43:32 PM Corvus: Ditto
6:43:45 PM Corvus: Ditto to Sheri
6:43:50 PM Andrhia: My proposal was just: Ask candidates to come in with a slate of, say, 50 people who support their candidacy
6:44:08 PM zratchet: hm, interesting
6:44:08 PM Corvus: If the very act of running becomes a time commitment, it'll put off more people I suspect
6:44:10 PM Andrhia: If somebody can't put in the time and effort to do such a thing, they have no business being on the board, IMO
6:44:18 PM zratchet: sorta like it takes at least 10 people to propose a SIG
6:44:22 PM vanevery0: Running *should* be a time commitment.
6:44:27 PM Corvus: exactly
6:44:30 PM SR: Anyone with an LI or FB account or on a SIG can get that really easily though - no?
6:44:37 PM zratchet: hehe
6:44:43 PM Andrhia: It's still *some effort*
6:44:50 PM Andrhia: And it indicates the candidate has *somesupport*
6:45:08 PM Andrhia: We don't want to shut out good candidates, we just want to make some sort of a hurdle
6:45:25 PM vanevery0: Doesn't sound that difficult to implement, or particularly controversial.  I think a lot of States do that sort of thing.
6:45:30 PM Andrhia: (IMO, I think, etc. etc. should be read in as needed)
6:45:52 PM Andrhia: Yes, I think it is. We might need to do some sort of IGDA constitutional amendment to make it so, though
6:45:52 PM DariusK: I think a small number of supporters is fine. 10-30 seems like a good range.
6:46:11 PM marc: sounds like a good enough barrier to stop people doing it just for the hell of it?
6:46:20 PM Corvus: That would require a rewrite of the bylaws, no?
6:46:20 PM vanevery0: Why not 100?
6:46:34 PM SR: Here's what's in the elections policies and procedures manual:
6:46:36 PM SR: The qualifications to serve as a Director are specified in the Bylaws, and are as follows:
6:46:41 PM Andrhia: I was thinking more 50-100; too low and you can still do it for the hell of it and just bring your friends along
6:46:48 PM SR: 1. The Director must be a member in good standing.
6:46:56 PM SR: 2. The Director must have been a member in at least two (2) membership years prior.
6:47:03 PM SR: 3. The Director must adhere to the Board of Directors Code of Ethics.
6:47:11 PM SR: 4. Directors must have read the Bylaws of the IGDA and agree to be bound by its terms.
6:47:37 PM Andrhia: *nod*
6:47:37 PM SR: after that it says anyone who meets that criteria can nominate themselves
6:47:46 PM SR: i don't think ti would require a rewrite of the bylaws
6:47:50 PM SR: just maybe this manual
6:48:00 PM Andrhia: That's easy enough.
6:48:29 PM BrianRobbins: Honestly I don't think setting up this sort of minimum support is really going to change anything or be a barrier to anyone. In the past several years I can't remember seeing anyone run that wouldn't have been able to get this kind of support.
6:48:59 PM Andrhia: It's not a matter of being able to get the support; it's actually ponying up to do it. The time investment.
6:49:34 PM DariusK: Fair point, Andrhia.
6:49:37 PM vanevery0: I don't see it as controversial.  I also don't see it as solving any core problem of IGDA governance.
6:49:49 PM Andrhia: Well, it solves one problem that allows you to solve the other
6:49:49 PM BrianRobbins: Right, but I guess you are starting from a different point of view for what the problem is
6:50:01 PM vanevery0: Let's describe the next problem then.
6:50:16 PM Andrhia: It's a lot easier to supply comprehensive information to voters on seven candidates than seventeen.
6:50:53 PM Andrhia: So if you're requiring a fifteen-question survey from each candidate, then you need to make sure you're not suddenly making ten hours of homework for your voters to get an idea of what's what
6:50:55 PM vanevery0: I'm very opposed to whittling systems that leave the voters with only 2 choices.
6:51:06 PM BrianRobbins: Okay, so let's start with the actual core issue, instead of trying to "solve" something that I think is arguably related to, but not the cause of, the real issue
6:51:12 PM vanevery0: Washington State did that.  It reduced the General Election to the "top 2 candidates in the Primary."
6:51:21 PM SR: What do you think is the core issue Brian?
6:51:30 PM vanevery0: In a Two Party country like the USA, you are nearly guaranteed a Democrat and a Republican.
6:51:53 PM vanevery0: No Greens, no Libertarian, no Constitutional Party, no Communist Party, etc.
6:52:06 PM BrianRobbins: I believe that most people think the core issue is a lack of information about the candidates.
6:52:15 PM vanevery0: agreed
6:52:26 PM BrianRobbins: Part of this is because there hasn't been a good way for candidates to get information out about themselves
6:52:47 PM BrianRobbins: and I think part of this is because a lot of the membership doesn't take the time to seek out information either
6:53:06 PM Andrhia: *nod*
6:53:08 PM vanevery0: Washington State always mailed me a Voter's Pamphlet.
6:53:28 PM Andrhia: I'm reluctant to get into any sort of primary or vetting process
6:53:44 PM Corvus: I don't think it's a matter of the candidates getting out their information
6:53:47 PM Andrhia: Because that requires more engagement from the voters, and frankly I don't think we'll get it
6:53:58 PM SR: It's getting the information about the candidates that's an issue.
6:54:00 PM Corvus: I think it's more a matter of us figuring out who were' voting for
6:54:06 PM Corvus: and there's a big difference there
6:54:10 PM marc: I'm going to have to run, but I doubt I'd have been much help anyway
6:54:16 PM vanevery0: andrhia, isn't that a question of proactive vs. reactive social engineering?
6:54:22 PM DariusK: Bye marc.
6:54:32 PM Corvus: see ya marc
6:54:38 PM marc: nice to meet you all :)
6:54:42 PM BrianRobbins: by marc
6:54:50 PM vanevery0: bye!
marc left the room (quit: Quit: http://www.mibbit.com ajax IRC Client). (6:54:54 PM)
6:54:59 PM Corvus: brb
6:55:06 PM Andrhia: I would love a system wherein there is a process and reason for opposing views to be aired: Why you shouldn't vote for that other guy right there
6:55:17 PM Andrhia: Because really that's what we're missing as a political system.
6:55:29 PM Andrhia: There's no "Don't vote for that guy."
6:55:31 PM SR: Well since we have a system where you can vote for as many people as you want
6:55:32 PM Andrhia: BUT
6:55:44 PM SR: And we're not putting people in a position of choosing one over the other
6:55:48 PM Andrhia: The IGDA can't really do that, for various ethical and legal issues
6:55:49 PM Andrhia: Yeah
6:55:49 PM BrianRobbins: So do we all agree that the core issue is information about the candidates?
6:55:52 PM SR: I don't think that's relevant and I don't see us changing that part of the system
6:55:57 PM SR: Yes I agree Brian
6:56:00 PM Andrhia: Yeah
6:56:01 PM vanevery0: SR, that's not true.  You exclude the set of people you don't want.
6:56:23 PM SR: Brandon I'm still not in a position of choosing one person over another
6:56:38 PM vanevery0: Yes, but you want these people over those people.
6:56:41 PM Andrhia: No, but: The thing is, you need a way to KNOW if you might be voting for somebody that really you'd rather not
6:57:12 PM SR: So I think the best place to start is the elections manual where we need to add more to the candidate statements
6:57:21 PM Andrhia: All voters have to go on right now is self-representation, and nothing deeper
6:57:23 PM Andrhia: *nod*
6:57:24 PM SR: Make them start there with a base set of questions maybe 
6:57:42 PM SR: Then we can add on additional items outside hte manual based on the trends and needs of the ORG
6:57:46 PM Andrhia: Base set of questions, perhaps compiled from member submissions over a couple-of-weeks period
6:57:59 PM Corvus: I think it's fine if we ask a base set of questions
6:58:07 PM Andrhia: Candidates have to answer the ones that come up most often
6:58:08 PM SR: I'm thinking a base set of questions that we feel would always be relevant
6:58:12 PM Corvus: But that isn't really going to be the important part of this
6:58:15 PM SR: so that we don't have to update the manual every election
6:58:22 PM Corvus: We need to vet them as well
6:58:29 PM vanevery0: Questions would contribute positively.
6:58:35 PM Corvus: Share details about their involvement with the industry
6:58:37 PM Andrhia: SR: The questions don't have to be in a manual -- just the fact that there will be questions that have to be answered
6:58:38 PM Corvus: etc
6:58:40 PM vanevery0: I am pro vetting.
6:58:57 PM Corvus: There's a Journalism Initiaitve starting up within the Writing SIG
6:59:09 PM DariusK: Folks, I'm going to bow out, mostly because I think that having me, as a guy who has stated intent to run for Board, involved here is a potential conflict of interest. But I do want to throw out my one thing I'd like to see: a forum (maybe moderated) where members can ask questions of all the candidates.
6:59:13 PM Corvus: And I'm planning on helping them make vetting a focus
6:59:23 PM Andrhia: Darius: I think that's a great idea, too.
6:59:24 PM DariusK: Candidates can choose to participate or not, that choice reflects on them.
6:59:32 PM Corvus: I think a hosted chat/debate is an awesome idea
6:59:33 PM Andrhia: Corvus: I worry that such a thing can't come from inside the IGDA.
6:59:34 PM DariusK: Anyway, that's my two cents, and I think with that I'm out of here.
6:59:35 PM vanevery0: moderated "Town Meeting" is a great idea.
6:59:44 PM Corvus: thanks Darius
6:59:48 PM Corvus: Why is that, Andrhia?
7:00:07 PM Andrhia: I do believe the IGDA presenting negative information about candidates is a weird conflict of interest, and possibly also a point of legal liability
DariusK left the room (quit: Quit: http://www.mibbit.com ajax IRC Client). (7:00:08 PM)
7:00:36 PM Andrhia: So if Gamasutra wanted to run this stuff, fab
7:00:36 PM Corvus: Hm.
7:00:42 PM Andrhia: But the IGDA I don't think CAN
7:00:44 PM Corvus: Well, that's fine
7:00:44 PM vanevery0: How can it be a conflict of interest to vet its own candidates?
7:00:59 PM vanevery0: This makes no sense to me.  Elections are an IGDA internal matter.
7:01:05 PM Andrhia: In the same way you don't want the Federal government telling you who to vote for
7:01:22 PM Corvus: Okay, hang on
7:01:27 PM vanevery0: Washington State sends me a Voters Pamphlet.
7:01:29 PM Andrhia: It's a matter of government, but it's none of the government's business to interfere n the process.
7:01:33 PM Corvus: All these comparisons to federal and state government
7:01:42 PM vanevery0: The IGDA is not the government.
7:01:43 PM Corvus: aren't very accurate models to our system are they?
7:01:50 PM Andrhia: Yeah, I think the state government comparisons aren't helpful
7:01:50 PM vanevery0: IGDA has a specific mission charter (or should)
7:01:50 PM SR: no they are not
7:01:59 PM SR: Brandon, you can't even vote
7:01:59 PM Corvus: We should be looking to how boards of companies are appointed
7:02:05 PM SR: I'm not sure what your goal is here
7:02:11 PM Corvus: and other professional organizations
7:02:15 PM vanevery0: SR, I don't need a vote to engage in politics.
7:02:16 PM Andrhia: Anyway, picture this.
7:02:19 PM Andrhia: I run for the board.
7:02:40 PM zratchet: 400 characters is not enough
7:03:09 PM Andrhia: An IGDA-run journalism group digs up the fact that some of my employees say I screwed them out of their options when I sold my studio to EA
7:03:15 PM Andrhia: They report on this
7:03:22 PM Andrhia: *I sue the IGDA for libel*
7:03:30 PM Corvus: Hang on
7:03:39 PM Corvus: Only if the IGDA says you did it
7:03:55 PM Andrhia: If it's on the IGDA website
7:04:00 PM Andrhia: Or in IGDA voter information
7:04:08 PM Andrhia: They have to worry about it
7:04:22 PM Corvus: If it's presented impartially and ethically
7:04:25 PM Andrhia: And if it ISN'T on those thngs, then you have to worry about how to get the information in front of voters
7:04:39 PM Corvus: and if the Journalism Int. does its homework
7:04:51 PM SR: And if the normal disclaimers are put up
7:04:54 PM Corvus: I'm not sure it'll be a problem
7:05:11 PM Corvus: I have recently been treading some thin ice
7:05:16 PM SR: And you can add something into the procedures with the form they sign saying they agree to be vetted and not hold liabale..yada yada yada
7:05:21 PM vanevery0: Aren't we conflating 2 separate issues?
7:05:23 PM Corvus: But I have thus far remained free of the threat of law suits
7:05:26 PM vanevery0: One was asking candidates questions.
7:05:32 PM Corvus: Because I am being very careful
7:05:35 PM SR: And as long as they are given a chance to rebut or prove otherwise
7:05:37 PM Andrhia: I do think it puts the IGDA in an awkward position
7:05:38 PM vanevery0: The other was others researching 'dirt' on the candidates.
7:05:49 PM SR: If they want to run they open themselves up to getting researched
7:05:55 PM Andrhia: van: Yes, two separate things.
7:06:03 PM Andrhia: I'm all for asking candidates pointed questions
7:06:05 PM vanevery0: There's nothing awkward about the IGDA asking questions of candidates on their application.
7:06:09 PM Corvus: I think we must report these issues and ask the candidates to respond
7:06:15 PM vanevery0: This is self-representation, in more detail.
7:06:16 PM Corvus: perhaps it's done in the open forum
7:06:26 PM Corvus: but it must be done
7:06:27 PM Andrhia: I'm not enthusiastic about journalism-style independent research and reporting
7:06:41 PM vanevery0: I love the Fourth Estate.  :)
7:06:49 PM Andrhia: Unless it's done by not-the-IGDA
7:06:51 PM Corvus: Well, it's going to happen within the context of this committee or without it
7:07:12 PM BrianRobbins: Sorry everyone, but I have to run
7:07:16 PM vanevery0: cya!
7:07:19 PM Corvus: see you Brian
7:07:23 PM Andrhia: Bye Brian, thanks for stopping by
7:07:23 PM BrianRobbins: Not sure I've contributed much either :(
7:07:24 PM SR: Bye Brian
mib_evphnn [Mibbit@7D39C5.1EAC17F4.90039786.IP] entered the room. (7:07:28 PM)
BrianRobbins left the room (quit: Quit: http://www.mibbit.com ajax IRC Client). (7:07:35 PM)
7:07:36 PM Andrhia: It's going to be a long road, I think
7:07:39 PM Andrhia: We won't solve it all today :)
7:08:02 PM Andrhia: I do support forum threads
7:08:05 PM Corvus: Heyo mib_evphnn! To change your nickname, type a "/nick NameIWant" without the quotes
mib_evphnn is now known as Tom (7:08:23 PM)
7:08:25 PM Andrhia: In fact, I support forum threads and not live-debate chat
Tom is now known as Tom_B (7:08:31 PM)
7:08:47 PM vanevery0: I dunno, why not podcasted debate?
7:08:56 PM Corvus: The problem with forum threads is there is no compunction for participation
7:08:57 PM SR: threads versus not live-debate makes it easier to reach everyone
7:09:06 PM SR: since we're "international"
7:09:18 PM Corvus: and any candidate too busy to haunt the forums, no matter how right for the position, will have less chance of getting votes
7:09:23 PM Andrhia: Yeah, exactly
7:09:26 PM Tom_B: we have been banging our heads on much of this sort thing while examining the procedures ti be used for the "Special Meeting"
Coray [Mibbit@chat-solu-85E44EAF.sub-75-194-150.myvzw.com] entered the room. (7:09:27 PM)
7:09:27 PM Corvus: Keeping up with forums can be a full time job
7:09:39 PM Andrhia: Corvus: I come back to "If you're too busy to run you're too busy to be on the board"
7:09:40 PM Corvus: Heyo Tom_B and Coray!
7:09:40 PM Coray: hi all, sorry I'm late!
7:09:43 PM Andrhia: Hi, Coray
7:09:47 PM vanevery0: Um, how many people really use forums?
7:09:50 PM Tom_B: forums are also a magnet for fucktards and flamers
7:10:02 PM vanevery0: Are forums actually a vehicle of reach/
7:10:11 PM Andrhia: Moreso than live chat is
7:10:15 PM vanevery0: Hey, please no foul language
7:10:34 PM Corvus: I think hosting round tables--either in podcast of chat form
7:10:45 PM Andrhia: oooh, podcasts is a good idea
7:10:58 PM Tom_B: I'll get out my * machine so as not to offend any of the more sensitive among us
7:11:00 PM Corvus: Andrhia: we also have to be reasonable
7:11:24 PM vanevery0: Tom, this culture of profanity being ok has to stop in the IGDA
7:11:37 PM Andrhia: van: Let's keep the focus on our topic at hand.
7:11:42 PM Corvus: A topic for another day perhaps
7:11:46 PM SR: Thanks Andrhia
7:11:52 PM vanevery0: Well it points out the need for mod
7:11:57 PM vanevery0: moderate debates
7:12:00 PM vanevery0: moderated
7:12:12 PM SR: Ok, the issue of getting enough voters interested aside to vote and be interested, we have to remember we're "international"
7:12:35 PM SR: so we need to make sure that everyone can have access to getting info and asking questions
7:12:47 PM Tom_B: what's the point?  I mean have we determined exactly what we want to acomplish?
7:12:53 PM Andrhia: To recap: We need to get information out to the voters that is a) more meaty than self-representation, and b) accessible and interesting to voters
7:13:02 PM Tom_B: somtimes it's nice to know that before you start trying to do stuff
7:13:26 PM Coray: have we thought about engaging an independent press entity to provide coverage...
7:13:36 PM Coray: ..sort of like the networks do with the presidential debates
7:13:44 PM Andrhia: Tom and Coray: We're also talked about making a low barrierto entry for candidates to run -- getting a petition of, say, 50 supporters to winnow the number of candidates that voters need to be concerned with
7:13:44 PM vanevery0: Heh, let Simon Carless conduct IGDA debates!
7:13:53 PM Tom_B: I fear smear campaigns, ad hominum attacks and general ugliness becoming the norm...
7:13:54 PM Coray: so we go to gamasutra and offer them exclusive coverage of the elections in exchange for asking the tough questions to candidates
7:14:08 PM Coray: that is an interesting idea...i like it
7:14:14 PM Coray: (the 50 supporters)
7:14:23 PM Andrhia: So we get some initial time commitment, and people can't run because they think it sounds fun
7:14:23 PM vanevery0: But they must be moderated
7:14:30 PM vanevery0: no "fucktard" language
7:14:38 PM SR: Brandon enough
7:14:54 PM Andrhia: Yeah, please let's stay on topic
7:14:57 PM Corvus: we can't offer election exclusives
7:14:59 PM Tom_B: right now there is a 0 barrier to entry but for the required 2 years of membership...why would we want to raise that?
7:15:01 PM Coray: i have a concern...
7:15:06 PM Corvus: all information must be available to all sources
7:15:09 PM Coray: 50 people is a lot to track down
7:15:14 PM SR: Not really coray
7:15:22 PM SR: just message out your connections on LI or FB
7:15:27 PM Coray: especially for someone who might make a great board member, but who might not be as engaged in IGDA as another person
7:15:28 PM SR: or make a post to any SIG you're on
7:15:28 PM SR: boom
7:15:32 PM Coray: just a sec...let me finish please :)
7:15:37 PM SR: that should get you 50 people no problem
7:15:38 PM Coray: you guys type too fast ;)
7:15:39 PM Andrhia: Tom: The problem I had in voting this year were so many candidates, I couldn't possibly differentiate them. And more information on each candidate makes that problem worse, and not better.
7:16:04 PM Tom_B: then maybe run offs is the answer
7:16:12 PM Coray: My concern is that if we make the barrier too high, we might turn away great candidates, so i think we should just make sure that we set a reasonable number.
7:16:15 PM Coray: is that 50 signatures? maybe
7:16:21 PM Coray: how would you feel about 25?
7:16:26 PM Tom_B: I do notmlike the idea of creating any disincentive to people getting involved
7:16:30 PM Andrhia: Yeah, when we talked about it earlier, the specific number was up for debate ^_^
7:16:40 PM SR: I think the problem Coray is that many who run aren't really engaged in the IGDA
7:16:42 PM Coray: Tom also brings up a good point.
7:16:54 PM Andrhia: Tom: I have said several times, if you're too busy to put a time investment into running, you don't have time to be a sitting board member
7:17:00 PM SR: Therefore they then could get elected to help run an org that they aren't really involved in and don't understand the intricacies
7:17:07 PM Coray: true, but some people who are not as engaged with the IGDA also provide very important contacts...
7:17:08 PM Tom_B: well their IGDA experience has always beenn included in their nominee profiles.
7:17:11 PM Andrhia: Frankly, running forthe board shouldn't be your entry point for getting involved with the IGDA.
7:17:18 PM Coray: my biggest contribution to the board is time and energy....
7:17:23 PM Tom_B: it just seemed that none of the mebmbers bothered to read down that far
7:17:28 PM vanevery0: Can't they provide contacts without being on the Board?
7:17:33 PM Coray: ...but that doesn't mean that someone who can connect the org with a lifeline of sponsrships or marketing opportuntiesi shouldn't be encouraged to run too.
7:18:08 PM Coray: they could, but being on the board gives them a very tangible reason to reach out to those contacts
7:18:13 PM SR: Ok we're getting way off topic here, but I think if you haven't been involved in trying to make the IGDA great up until you run for the board there's an issue
7:18:19 PM Andrhia: Yeah
7:18:21 PM Andrhia: I concur
7:18:32 PM Tom_B: take a look at the profiles from the last election and who won the most votes...conreibution to the org was not any indicator of electibility
7:18:42 PM SR: And that's an issue we're trying to address
7:18:45 PM Andrhia: Indeed
7:18:52 PM SR: by getting more comprehensive info out to the voters
7:19:06 PM Coray: the thing is that there are many folks who joined the board as their first volunteer acivity and who'v made incredible contributions
7:19:06 PM SR: And part of that is not just on the candidates but on what it means to be a board member
7:19:11 PM SR: why knowledge of the igda is important
7:19:12 PM Coray: i would HATE to turn those people away
7:19:16 PM Coray: that would be a major mistake
7:19:40 PM vanevery0: Interesting schism developing here.
7:19:41 PM SR: I would HATE to have people with no knowledge of what it takes to be in or run a SIG or chapter making decisions that affect SIGs or Chapters
7:19:49 PM Tom_B: I am all for that...but I can not support any effort to narrow the field based on some set of subjectuve standards...it just seems counter to open democratic elections
7:19:55 PM Coray: SR, i dont think we would put someone in that position
7:19:58 PM Andrhia: Coray: If sponsorship opportunities should be a criterion for board membership, then the IGDA should make non-voting board seats for that
7:20:04 PM Tom_B: that's exactly what we have now
7:20:25 PM Coray: ? I run the P&M committee and I've been working with chapters and SIGs for years Tom! :P
7:20:27 PM Andrhia: Tom: Im not talking any subjective standard beyond "willing to put in some footwork"
7:20:37 PM Tom_B: most of my time on the board there has only been one or two other board members who have ever been a chapter coordinator or SOG chair
7:20:39 PM Andrhia: Which is, indeed, exactly what I expect of a board member anyhow
7:20:40 PM SR: I think we should table the conversation of what makes someone a good board member or not because the voters can decide that
7:20:47 PM Andrhia: Yeah
7:20:57 PM SR: and get back to how to get info about the board members out to the  voters
7:20:59 PM Coray: SR, that is a good point
7:21:04 PM Andrhia: Yeah
7:21:07 PM Tom_B: COray...who else besides you and I kn the BoD has run a chapter or SIG?
7:21:25 PM Andrhia: OK, I maintain that very many candidates contributes to voter confusion and apathy
7:21:29 PM vanevery0: Well, we did settle that we can ask deeper questions in their self-representation, didn't we?  Nobody opposed to that?
7:21:32 PM Coray: well, brenda has helped out with the design SIG...
7:21:36 PM Coray: Mark is running the San Fran chapter
7:21:45 PM SR: brenda used to run the Sex SIG
7:21:49 PM SR: and bob's been invovle din the writer's sig
7:21:56 PM SR: but again let's get back to how to get that info out to people
7:22:05 PM Andrhia: I speak her as somebody who had never heard of any of the board candidates (except Coray, because he's local, HI CORAY) until I was staring at the candidate slate
7:22:05 PM Coray: ahh, good point
7:22:05 PM Coray: still thinking...sooo tired :)
7:22:22 PM Andrhia: er, here, not her
7:22:28 PM vanevery0: Professional politicians actually do campaign.
7:22:34 PM vanevery0: The govt doesn't do it for them.
7:22:38 PM Andrhia: We don't want politicians
7:22:44 PM Andrhia: We want effective board members
7:22:47 PM SR: I think we should add to the candidate statement as mentioned before by asking them to also answer a base set of questions
7:22:49 PM vanevery0: But we *have* politicians whether we want them or not.
7:22:55 PM Coray: hi! Actually, who is everyone? :)
7:22:59 PM Coray: sorry, im so behind
7:23:00 PM Andrhia: *nod*
7:23:15 PM Andrhia: OK, let's do this again, since we have a lot of late arrivals anyway :)
7:23:31 PM SR: Andhria - ARG SIG, Coray - You, Corvus - Writer's SIG, Sheri Rubin - QA SIG, P&M Etc, Tom - Duh, Brandon - NOT an igda member but involved in two sigs, Michael - indie sig, design sig
7:23:34 PM SR: not sure who gupfee is
7:23:43 PM Andrhia: Gupfee is a member of the ARG SIG
7:23:48 PM Andrhia: And I believe the Boston chapter
7:23:59 PM Coray: cool thanks
7:24:01 PM vanevery0: What if, instead of trying to engineer a moon project...
7:24:06 PM SR: So candidate statement
7:24:16 PM vanevery0: you guys just come up with better questions for the candidates, and publish their self reporting?
7:24:17 PM SR: I think we update the manual to also say they'll ahve to answer a base set of questions
7:24:27 PM vanevery0: Well, maybe more is needed than that, but it would be an awfully good start.
7:24:45 PM Andrhia: Yeah, candidate statement: A base set of questions, either the same ones every year or we poll the members and come up with a list of most-asked-questions
7:24:48 PM Coray: thats a good start
7:24:49 PM Coray: low spec
7:24:49 PM SR: We then have those questions compiled before nominations start and add that to the docs sent to them
7:24:52 PM vanevery0: I mean, those "apathetic" voters *might* read it, and get more interested.
7:24:59 PM SR: I still say same ones every year and let hte other ones come up as needed
7:25:07 PM SR: Then we just figure out what those questions are :)
7:25:11 PM Andrhia: That combined with a forum where voters can ask questions to the candidates directly
7:25:12 PM SR: Then we can move on to how to get more information
7:25:21 PM SR: and now that Tom's here we can talk more about IGDA liability :>
7:25:25 PM Andrhia: Maybe a thread for each voter, and make sure it supports RSS or email so the candidate is *notified*
7:25:25 PM Coray: i still dont think it would be hard to attract a media partner to ask these questions...this would get eyes on the elections AND greater transparency
7:25:26 PM vanevery0: Moderated forum is an excellent idea.
7:25:33 PM vanevery0: or podcast of a debate, moderated
7:25:43 PM Corvus: I will be starting talks with the Journalism Initiative about getting more outside coverage 
7:25:43 PM SR: we get it brandon
7:25:48 PM vanevery0: media partner can be made to happen
7:25:52 PM vanevery0: doesn't have to be IGDA approving it
7:26:00 PM vanevery0: guess that's not "partner"
7:26:04 PM Coray: true...
7:26:05 PM vanevery0: should say "media can be made to happen"
7:26:13 PM Andrhia: Moderated becomes a legal question, we'd need *very clear* moderatin criteria, *very evenly* applied
7:26:15 PM Coray: but it would be great if on the election page, there were links to interviews with each candidate...
7:26:17 PM Tom_B: I do not think a Media artne is a good idea...if we are going to do this it should be done my our own members through the Magazine or Newsletter
7:26:23 PM Coray: so that you can see that right before you vote and make an informed decision
7:26:25 PM vanevery0: basic standards of civility
7:26:44 PM SR: Well Corvus is working with the Writer's SIG Journalism initiatiave
7:26:50 PM SR: if you feel that is legally safe for hte IGDA tom
7:26:50 PM Tom_B: artne = partner
7:27:06 PM Tom_B: sure...th truth is a complete defense
7:27:06 PM Andrhia: Tom: I was concerned before that if our Writer's SIG became very journalistic and dug up negative information on a candidate, then published it on the website/magazine/newsletter, that becomes a point of legal liability for the IGDA
7:27:14 PM Andrhia: You are far more qualified to speak to that than I am, however
7:27:20 PM Tom_B: nothign  stopig us from asking hard question either.  
7:27:28 PM Corvus: and my point was that if it's good journalism
7:27:35 PM Corvus: it won't be libel
7:27:47 PM Corvus: but good, ethical reporting
7:27:54 PM Tom_B: and finding a way t do that in an interesting manner will just encourage a higher level of involvement by the members
7:28:03 PM Andrhia: There would be the issue of reporter bias toward or away from certain candidates
7:28:16 PM Corvus: Not if they're being ethical there won't
7:28:19 PM Andrhia: (I was a journalism major, btw)
7:28:23 PM Tom_B: not sure I agree with you on the ANdrea
7:28:26 PM Tom_B: ;)
7:28:35 PM Andrhia: (Thinking that you are acting ethically is no protection from people suing your pants off)
7:28:40 PM zratchet: I've been lurking because I'm multitasking here, but here's my longwinded response to everything so far...
7:28:57 PM Tom_B: there is no rotection from people suing you anyway
7:28:58 PM zratchet: with regards to journalism-style independent research and reporting, couldn't we have a "press conference" where bloggers and game news sites have a chance to ask the candidates questions before the voting opens? (could be done through public forums or through a podcast) - also this goes with Coray's thought about independent coverage
7:28:58 PM zratchet: "If you're too busy to run you're too busy to be on the board" - this has come up in the constitution discussions for the GDSIG too... the problem is this doesn't allow game industry representation accurately because people get random crunch time.
7:28:58 PM zratchet: vanevery0: profanity is normal in the industry at large unfortunately... look at any QA room. :p But I agree with bad language being moderated (and the FCC would too :p )
7:28:59 PM zratchet: On internationalization, this is a good point. Speeder (on the forums from Brazil) says none of the docs like the Bylaws are translated. what about transcripts of candidates' statements and debates in other languages?
7:29:05 PM Tom_B: don;t let the tail wag the dog
7:29:17 PM Andrhia: Yeah, that's true enough.
7:29:42 PM vanevery0: I don't find abusive profanity to be an acceptable professional practice.
7:29:51 PM vanevery0: There's a difference between stubbing your toe and calling someone a name.
7:29:51 PM SR: Michael - people will always get crunch - they need to be able to handle giving time running for hte board, even in crunch to show they will ahve the time to do work for the board even in crunch
7:29:55 PM SR: Brandon ENOUGH
7:29:56 PM Andrhia: van, table it or I will unvoice you
7:29:58 PM SR: we get it
7:30:05 PM Andrhia: It's unproductive
7:30:08 PM vanevery0: hey I'm outta here
7:30:14 PM vanevery0: Tom has done so much damage with fucktard
vanevery0 left the room (quit: Quit: http://www.mibbit.com ajax IRC Client). (7:30:17 PM)
7:30:19 PM Andrhia: Right.
7:30:19 PM Tom_B: bye..thx for coming'
7:30:22 PM Andrhia: Sigh
7:30:33 PM Tom_B: ?
7:30:36 PM Coray: so, next topic?
7:30:39 PM SR: Ok so back to what's at hand
7:30:44 PM Coray: i think there are good suggestions here
7:30:45 PM Andrhia: Yeah, back on track
7:30:48 PM SR: Here's what I'm seeing (but Andrhia is still in charge)
7:30:51 PM Andrhia: We do have a lot of good suggestions
7:30:51 PM Tom_B: I stopped as soon as It was brought to my =attention
7:31:00 PM Tom_B: you want an apology too/
7:31:09 PM Tom_B: OK...sorry!
7:31:13 PM Tom_B: ?
7:31:15 PM SR: One, we need someone to see about updating the manual to include a base set of questions and if there needs to be anything gone through before we can jsut do it
7:31:19 PM Coray: no worries Tom, let's just move on. You can buy me a beer :)
7:31:23 PM Andrhia: Tom: He's gone and I don't think anybody else cares
7:31:27 PM Andrhia: We're all good :)
7:31:31 PM Tom_B: LOL
7:31:33 PM SR: We need someone to help come up with the base set of questions to put in the doc
7:31:43 PM Andrhia: SR: How about we solicit suggestions from the membership
7:31:48 PM SR: that is sent to board candidates
7:31:56 PM SR: We can do that in the next newsletter
7:31:58 PM Coray: that would be cool...maybe a forum where people can suggest questions
7:32:08 PM Corvus: (I care, but this isn't the place. And I appreciated Tom dialing down when asked.)
7:32:09 PM Andrhia: And then we can decide, based on those questions, whether it should be redone every year or if we can stick by the same set and modify as needed?
7:32:11 PM SR: Link to the forum from the newsletter
7:32:17 PM Coray: could also include it in the early election announcement when candidates are announced
7:32:27 PM Coray: so people can see particular candidates who they have questions for
7:32:29 PM Andrhia: (Corvus Sorry, don't mean to speak for you!)
7:32:30 PM Tom_B: I suggest that someone volunteeer to take a look at the position statements of the candidates and the packlage that Jason used to send out to interested potential candidates
7:32:31 PM SR: well it needs to be BEFORE candidates are announced coray
7:32:40 PM SR: if its going with their statements
7:32:57 PM Coray: not necessarily
7:32:59 PM Andrhia: I look around for volunteers
7:33:02 PM Coray: we could have a round of questions with the initial announcement
7:33:14 PM Andrhia: I could do this if I had to but it would take me about a month to get to it
7:33:16 PM zratchet: I care too, but agree with Corvus not the place.
7:33:22 PM Coray: and then do a round of questions after statements are up
7:33:26 PM SR: Coray - I'm thinking a base set of questions that get asked every time so they can always go in the package Jason used to send out
7:33:27 PM zratchet: I agree with the statements
7:33:29 PM Tom_B: I think a forum moght also be a good idea...if candidates do not post in the forum it would just be n indication of a lack of commitmet on their part
7:33:38 PM SR: and then we can have a place to have more questions so current issues can be debated
7:33:42 PM Andrhia: *nod*
7:33:51 PM Corvus: I was suggesting that forums can become an overwhelming time suck, Tom_B
7:33:54 PM Andrhia: We're not requiring deep immersion in the forums, just in one specific thread
7:34:04 PM Coray: Tom, could we have the ED filter out the best questions, email the candidates directly, and post the candidate response to the election page?
7:34:05 PM zratchet: I do like the idea of a press conference so that info could go out via nonIGDA channels too ... to round up those members which are not watching IGDA related stuff
7:34:09 PM Coray: it would be great to centralize everything on the election page
7:34:09 PM Tom_B: I have a point here that may be relevant to this discussion about how things have been done in the past...
7:34:12 PM Corvus: So I think having some panels would be a good idea
7:34:15 PM Coray: so people aren't hunting all over the site
7:34:25 PM Andrhia: Go ahead, TOm
7:34:44 PM SR: Ok here's the logistical question - if you do one thread per candidate and someone wants to ask each candidate hte same question they need to go post that question once for each candidate's thread
7:34:49 PM Tom_B: OK....keep in mimnd that I have been on the BoD for quite a while (5 years I think)
7:35:19 PM Andrhia: (I also warned everybody at the beginning of chat I'm planning to post a log of this online)
7:35:22 PM Tom_B: when I first go on the board I learned that Jason was actively soliciting people to run for the board based on his own personal set of criteria
7:35:29 PM Andrhia: (Apologies for not mentioning it for new joiners)
7:35:41 PM Tom_B: I felt that this was very improper as he was an employee of the BoD...
7:35:54 PM Andrhia: Yeah, that strikes me as improper as well
7:35:57 PM Corvus: that isn't good, I agree
7:36:29 PM Tom_B: I pushed back on this hard for several years and eventually it became a little less obvious...but the BoD still goes out and asks people that tyhey think might be good board members to run...
7:36:31 PM Andrhia: And I worry about the ED filtering questions that get to the candidates on similar grounds 
7:37:00 PM Tom_B: \the point is that this has created a situation where people who might not actually desire to contribute end up running
7:37:02 PM SR: I agree - I got asked by a previous Board chair if i would be interested in running
7:37:06 PM Andrhia: I think we can't help individual board members saying privately, "I think you should run"
7:37:20 PM Andrhia: But I do think it shouldn't be an organized activity that the board does
7:37:29 PM Coray: I think we've gotten some hits and misses from that tactic
7:37:36 PM Coray: i know Jason asked me to run, and I wouldn't have done so if he didn't
7:37:43 PM Coray: and I like to think ive made some okay contributions :)
7:37:50 PM Andrhia: I also think "Why do you want to be on the Board?" is an *excellent start* to those questions
7:37:51 PM Tom_B: I agree...but it was sort if institutuionalized and that tends to dilute and potential for the real serious IGDA volunteers from making the cut...and THAT sucks
7:38:00 PM Tom_B: (is SUcks K?)
7:38:09 PM SR: (yes)
7:38:14 PM Coray: fine by me, jerk ;)
7:38:16 PM zratchet: doesn't bother me :p
7:38:20 PM zratchet: lol
7:38:32 PM Corvus: *seltrohc*
7:38:34 PM SR: I think that's why it goes back to having a centralized place for people to ask questions and get answers
7:38:42 PM Tom_B: usaure but I dountbt anyone will say "To pad my weak resume" or "To kill the IGDA QOL initiative."
7:38:48 PM Andrhia: *nod*
7:38:54 PM Andrhia: Hah
7:38:56 PM Coray: so here's my thing...
7:39:01 PM SR: because it needs to be accessible to everyone globally
7:39:03 PM Coray: 1. we need someone to go out and research people.
7:39:12 PM Corvus: I'm on that item
7:39:17 PM Coray: oh...
7:39:23 PM Coray: are you going to have time to really go out and dig?
7:39:24 PM Corvus: Well, along with the Journalism Initiative
7:39:33 PM Corvus: Oh yeah, we'll dig
7:39:38 PM Andrhia: Not just him personally :)
7:39:39 PM SR: I think the writer's journalsim group could handle it 
7:39:39 PM Coray: i mean, im not criticizing, i just know how hard it is to find time for stuff heh
7:39:48 PM Corvus: I'm practicing digging right now, in fact
7:39:48 PM Tom_B: a special forum for candidate Q&A highlighted on the new site woudl be good
7:39:49 PM SR: as long as we agree that it's not opening up them or the igda to legal issues
7:39:54 PM zratchet: Press Conference
7:39:58 PM SR: and I believe Tom said he thinks it'll be ok
7:40:10 PM Tom_B: and making the lboard elections something more than a boring snorefest would helkp too
7:40:13 PM SR: I think a press conference is too much and not looks not accessible for the I part
7:40:20 PM Andrhia: I think the virtual press conference is logistically a pain in the neck to implement
7:40:20 PM SR: but im open to suggestions
7:40:27 PM Coray: yeah, i do want to say that this is all super important...the BoD elections are a little stale as is hehe
7:40:31 PM Andrhia: And I say this as somebody who won't even have to build it
7:40:52 PM SR: I know when I'm in company meetings with a client I'm doing 7 am just so that we can hit 3 pm in switzerland let alone the asians
7:40:57 PM Coray: well...
7:41:04 PM Coray: one thing we used to do was introduce the candidates at the annula meeting
7:41:06 PM Coray: which was pretty cool
7:41:10 PM Coray: and they gave their statements there
7:41:12 PM SR: yeah that was good
7:41:15 PM Coray: and then a Q&A followed
7:41:24 PM SR: gave you a chance to find them at hte party and ask them questions
7:41:28 PM Coray: could try to take that, edit down the video and post that online in a digestible version
7:41:28 PM Andrhia: Video statements!
7:41:31 PM Coray: ya
7:41:33 PM zratchet: wait
7:41:36 PM Tom_B: I think a virtual town hall meeting or set of low key debates would be pretty cool...
7:41:40 PM zratchet: take a page from GGJ there
7:41:42 PM SR: but that was only those who could make it to gdc
7:41:46 PM zratchet: UStream
7:41:57 PM Corvus: I agree, Tom_B
7:42:03 PM zratchet: ustream
7:42:13 PM zratchet: would allow non-GDC goers
7:42:29 PM Tom_B: the IGDA will be getting into webinars soon and certainly will have that technical capability well in advance of elections
7:42:30 PM Andrhia: ustream still has the issue of not being available at a convenient time for Australia and LA at the same time
7:42:49 PM SR: we can hold multiples and have them recorded?
7:42:53 PM zratchet: what about language barriers?
7:42:55 PM Andrhia: I'm more solidly in favor of initiative that don't involve any real-time component
7:43:07 PM Andrhia: Introducing such a thing is unnecessary and just makes it harder for us
7:43:10 PM Tom_B: look I am a big advocae form the I in IGDA...but the reality is that 80%+ of our members are in NA
7:43:24 PM SR: we can get the localization sig involved to help translate all the statements and stuff :)
7:43:40 PM zratchet: doesn't help when some of the loudest opposition is foreign. :p
7:43:42 PM SR: I will volunteer to talk to their SIG about that
7:43:42 PM Andrhia: Tom: Even so, timing is a big issue. Couldn't even get eight people who could all come to THIS at the same time
7:43:44 PM Corvus: And if we're looking to change that, Tom_B, we need to start somewhere I guess
7:44:07 PM SR: well you can do one webinar with each candidate
7:44:08 PM Tom_B: well giving each candidate his or her own town hall meeting and then recording them and having them available for review by the members would sure be a step forward and within prety much existing capabilities
7:44:15 PM zratchet: I get groups every week together UNPAID for hobby game projects...
7:44:19 PM zratchet: this is unpaid too
7:44:22 PM zratchet: why the difference?
7:44:29 PM Andrhia: Again, I'm in favor of forum threads in lieu of town hall meetings
7:44:39 PM Tom_B: I want it all....
7:44:41 PM zratchet: forums are...
7:44:42 PM SR: im in favor of trying to do both
7:44:43 PM zratchet: oldschool
7:44:47 PM Corvus: Each candidate getting their own time in the spotlight
7:44:48 PM SR: and if it doesn't work it doesn't work
7:44:56 PM Corvus: rather than a round table or debate format?
7:44:58 PM Andrhia: As a voter, I don't want to have to watch a bajillion hours of video to vote
7:44:59 PM Corvus: That might work
7:45:08 PM Tom_B: yeah a debate could be trouble
7:45:09 PM Andrhia: You can skim text
7:45:10 PM SR: not a bajillion
7:45:12 PM Andrhia: You can't skim video
7:45:17 PM Corvus: what if they were chat meetings?
7:45:17 PM SR: and we can do transcripts
7:45:21 PM Corvus: with a moderator
7:45:23 PM SR: like this one :)
7:45:34 PM Andrhia: That would be better than video for me
7:45:36 PM SR: we do a half hour with each candidate
7:45:40 PM Andrhia: *nod*
7:45:40 PM Coray: hey folks, gotta run...my train is getting into the station. 
7:45:41 PM Tom_B: but having an opportunity for the mmebers to ask questions and record the process would be valuable...
7:45:46 PM Andrhia: Sorry, Coray
7:45:47 PM Andrhia: Talk later
7:45:52 PM Corvus: Only set up so that there was a channel for the audience
7:45:53 PM Coray: good conversation going here...make sure this gets turned into some actionable items! :)
7:45:55 PM SR: you're still going to volunteer to help update the elections manual, right coray? :)
7:45:58 PM Tom_B: get back on when you are settled on the train
7:46:01 PM Corvus: and a channel for the moderator and candidate
7:46:03 PM Tom_B: (he has an aircard!)
7:46:07 PM Coray: i would recommend sending a summary to the board in some way shape or form as a recommendation
7:46:21 PM Corvus: talk with you later, Coray
7:46:22 PM Coray: alas Tom, I have a hot dinner date with the wife ;)
7:46:32 PM SR: bye coray
7:46:33 PM Tom_B: whoot!
7:46:37 PM SR: here's what im seeing..
7:46:38 PM Tom_B: L8R
7:46:43 PM zratchet: lol
7:46:47 PM Coray: bye all!
Coray left the room (quit: Quit: http://www.mibbit.com ajax IRC Client). (7:46:58 PM)
7:47:01 PM SR: 1) We need someone to create the edits for the procedures manual to incorporate they'll have a base set of questions to answer along iwht their statement
7:47:06 PM Andrhia: (Sorry, I am eating a burrito, it's impeding my response time)
7:47:28 PM SR: 2) We need someone to take the initiative on of determining what those questions are (either by committee or pollin the igda membership via the forums or survey with notice in the newsletter)
7:47:49 PM SR: 3) Corvus is going to work with the journalism initiative to do research on the candidates
7:48:03 PM SR: 4) We'll need someone to create the edits for the manual to state that they will be getting researched
7:48:20 PM SR: 5) we'll need someone to take on the task of determining the best ways to get the info corvus's group digs up out to the voting membership
7:48:46 PM zratchet: I have to drop out soon but will probably lurk to read up
7:48:47 PM SR: 6) we'll need someone to take on the task of creating the forums for hte candidates with Joda and looking into the online transcripted chat/video sessions with each candidate
7:49:02 PM Tom_B: can we set paramiters for the background stuff...
7:49:04 PM Andrhia: For 5) I quite like the idea of an IGDA election central site
7:49:09 PM SR: 7) I will go talk to Tom with the Loc sig about getting things translated
7:49:29 PM Tom_B: this osrt of stuff coud discourage some good people from running if they happen to have a skeliton or two in their background
7:49:31 PM SR: besides 3 and 7 who else will take hte lead?
7:49:45 PM Andrhia: Tom: Like 'related to their career and business practices, and not that drunk driving conviction in '83'?
7:50:20 PM Andrhia: SR: I suppose I'm stuck with some of it, but it will be at least a few weeks before I could do it all.
7:50:28 PM Andrhia: Still, there's no REAL hurry, is there?
7:50:32 PM Tom_B: it's a slippery slope...and whoever is tasked with it (no offnse Corvus) ends up in a very powerful position
7:50:47 PM Corvus: No worries, Tom_B
7:50:53 PM Andrhia: I have no intention of ever running for the Board, does that help? ^_^
7:50:55 PM Tom_B: this is the osrt of thing that raises my "risk aversion" radar...
7:50:59 PM Andrhia: I don't even want to run THIS
7:51:14 PM Corvus: I think the key is to have a group of people committed to journalistic excellence
7:51:15 PM Tom_B: you screw up and the org gets sued out of existence
7:51:18 PM Corvus: and we're building that
7:51:26 PM Andrhia: So if anyone volunteers to take it from here, it's all yours ;
7:51:28 PM Andrhia: er, ;)
7:51:35 PM Tom_B: how about this gets done outsode of the org by interested and concerned ndividuals
7:51:36 PM SR: Can someone take on 1 and 4 together?
7:51:37 PM Corvus: With Ethics being one of the primary foci of the inisitive
7:51:50 PM Corvus: or initiative even
7:51:53 PM Tom_B: ehtics is subjective
7:52:12 PM Tom_B: and I know what your ehthics are and they are diffenent from mine
7:52:27 PM SR: Anyone? :)
7:52:32 PM Corvus: ah, but I don't actually plan on running this, Tom_B
7:52:34 PM Tom_B: ;)I'm a lawyer...so my enthics tend tpo be flexible '
7:52:42 PM Andrhia: SR: Hey, I volunteered, if we're not in a hurry :)
7:52:58 PM SR: I think 5 and 6 should be headed up by the same person but could get additional volunteers to help out of course (just liek the rest)
7:53:06 PM Tom_B: it shiouod not be done through the oiorg and I doubt that the BoD would ever allow it...just too risky
7:53:08 PM SR: Ok Andrhia has 1 and 4
7:53:29 PM SR: tom earlier you didn't see a problem i thought *scrolls back up to check*
7:53:32 PM Andrhia: I'm assuming we'll be lookng at a couple of drafts and revisions, anyhow
7:53:34 PM Tom_B: sorry for the diversion
7:53:45 PM Tom_B: just my $0.02
7:53:51 PM Corvus: And Tom_B, I don't think you do really know what my ethics are
7:54:00 PM Andrhia: Yeah, I thought you were OK with the journalism stuff earlier
7:54:00 PM Corvus: Not completely
7:54:39 PM SR: Ok Andrhia is taking 1 and 4 on, Corvus has 3, I have 7 - whose taking 2 and 5 and 6? :)
7:54:51 PM Tom_B: I never said I did not have a problem with the IGDA publicizing background searches on Board candidtates...I said I did not see any prob=lem wit forums and asking a set of questrios to each candidate...
7:55:02 PM Tom_B: we can tak ethis offchat
7:55:13 PM Tom_B: I am just saying I think it is a VB idea...
7:55:38 PM Andrhia: Yeah, that's what I'd been afraid of, too
7:55:55 PM zratchet: that's why the external press conference was suggested.
7:56:32 PM Tom_B: I have absolutly no problem with members doing it and then posting it themselves...just not as an action of the IGDA
7:56:34 PM Andrhia: SR: Why don't we write up a summary of this and make the board look at 2 and 5 and 6?
7:56:37 PM Tom_B: just to be plear
7:56:38 PM SR: Why don't we let Corvus take a shot at working up the propsoal
7:56:43 PM Tom_B: or clear
7:56:43 PM Tom_B: hehe
7:56:49 PM Tom_B: OK
7:56:58 PM Corvus: yeah, I'm not suggesting we do it officially as the organization
7:56:58 PM SR: and then we can decide as to whether or not its doable in org or if that has to be considered out of the org and what not
7:57:02 PM Corvus: I'm suggesting it needs to be done
7:57:46 PM SR: I'll track down Brian and if he's not running get him to do #2 (i love volunteering other people)
7:57:48 PM Corvus: and I think the membership are the best ones to do it
7:58:08 PM Andrhia: Hah
7:58:13 PM SR: Michael, can you send an email to andhria and I on ustream and its capabilities for recording and transripts
7:58:28 PM Andrhia: Here's another idea --
7:58:35 PM SR: and Tom seems to know what's going on with the igda tech and we can compare
7:58:38 PM Tom_B: I suggest that we bring Joshua into this process...
7:58:49 PM Tom_B: he is a great resource and all for making the members happy
7:59:05 PM Tom_B: he's the man on out tech capaibilities
7:59:06 PM Andrhia: I forget who, someone mentioned earlier that we don't have to do everything all at once
7:59:09 PM SR: Joshua has a lot on his plate - I think we take a slight nod from Coray and write up all our suggestions and items and send it to the board/joshua
7:59:20 PM Andrhia: We can do a few things this year, see how it works, and make iterative changes from there
7:59:32 PM zratchet: SR: best to talk to Susan or Ian in the Edu SIG about Ustream
7:59:34 PM SR: and they can go "yes this is good or within our guidelines/technical capabilities" and "no we can't do that because it opens us up to issues
7:59:48 PM zratchet: I am pretty crunched out atm
7:59:51 PM Tom_B: I think we would benefit a great deal from his involvement...and if he is to busy, let him say so. He is gettig a paycheck to make this org better
8:00:16 PM SR: I know I'm saying let's give him a summary of what we think our items should be and who would agree to take on items and what items are empty
8:00:22 PM SR: So that he has a starting point to work off of
8:00:25 PM Tom_B: and he is amazingly accessible in my experience
8:00:26 PM SR: things to give his opinion on
8:00:26 PM Andrhia: I'll likely post this log to my blog -- if there are no new objections -- plus a short executive summary on Sheri's action items and who's doing 'em
8:00:37 PM Tom_B: way more that JDR ever was
8:00:49 PM Tom_B: good idea...
8:00:53 PM Corvus: Joshua is awesome
8:01:00 PM Andrhia: He is awesome, I agree
8:01:03 PM Tom_B: thx everyone for all your thought and hard work...
8:01:17 PM Andrhia: Yes, thanks everybody
8:01:31 PM SR: Let's get it on Andrhia's blog and then we'll point joshua to it and any interested board members (besides you and coray)
8:01:35 PM SR: and take in feedback
8:01:36 PM Andrhia: The one really nice thing about all of this is that it's obvious there are a ot of people that really care about the IGDA :)
8:01:45 PM Andrhia: Yeah, I like the feedback phase
8:01:53 PM Andrhia: Esp. for formulating questions and so on
8:01:54 PM Tom_B: as a volunteer I get a little burnt out at times thinking I am just wasting my time and energry...but you guys make it seem all good...thx
8:02:09 PM SR: Andrhia - when do you think you can have it on your blog?
8:02:19 PM Andrhia: Probably in about three hours
8:02:26 PM SR: Then we can set a deadline for all of us to come back and chat and for feedback from joshua and the board
8:02:26 PM Tom_B: l8r
8:02:31 PM Andrhia: Bye!
8:02:32 PM SR: bye tom
Tom_B left the room (quit: Quit: http://www.mibbit.com ajax IRC Client). (8:02:35 PM)
8:02:45 PM Andrhia: I'll email you a link when it's up
8:02:48 PM SR: Great
8:02:52 PM SR: I'll point joshua and the board to it
8:02:58 PM Andrhia: Cool
8:02:59 PM SR: I say we set a deadline of two weeks
8:03:11 PM SR: And we plan to try and meet back here end of the month 
8:03:11 PM Andrhia: Come back in two weeks to talk about what we've done?
8:03:15 PM Andrhia: *nod*
8:03:19 PM SR: and the feedback
8:03:37 PM SR: then we can create more actionable items and move forward
8:03:43 PM Andrhia: Yay
8:03:51 PM Andrhia: It's like we're a real committee that does stuff and everything!
8:04:02 PM SR: I'll take responsibility for brining the board's and joshua's comments back
8:04:05 PM zratchet: heh
8:04:12 PM SR: and i'll also talk to joshua about getting a mailing list set up for us to work from
8:04:17 PM Andrhia: Oh, terrific
8:04:28 PM Andrhia: I wasn't sure if it was polite to ask for resources or not
8:04:29 PM Corvus: that'd be great
8:04:32 PM SR: so send me the link and ill move forward on my stuff
8:04:37 PM Andrhia: OK, cool.
8:05:13 PM SR: corvus can you send me a rough draft of your thoughts on how your part will work for me to include?
8:05:16 PM Andrhia: I guess we're done here for tonight, then
8:05:21 PM Corvus: Hrm.
8:05:29 PM Corvus: I can, SR
8:05:42 PM Corvus: But I'm not sure when I'll be able to squeeze it in
8:05:42 PM SR: i promise to say its ROUGH
8:05:46 PM Corvus: I'll try for tomorrow AM
8:05:52 PM SR: ok
8:05:54 PM Corvus: But it might slide to first thing Monday
8:05:59 PM SR: that's fine
8:06:02 PM Corvus: okay
8:06:09 PM SR: we're all swamped
8:06:13 PM SR: or we wouldn't be here :>
8:06:20 PM zratchet: heh
8:06:53 PM SR: thanks Andrhia for putting this together
8:06:56 PM zratchet: yep
8:07:04 PM Corvus: thanks, Andrhia!
8:07:08 PM Corvus: and all
8:07:09 PM SR: are we good then?
8:07:14 PM zratchet: yep
8:07:27 PM SR: I know everyone's emails that attended except mark and gupfee 
8:07:41 PM SR: if someone gets those to me i'll make sure to get those all to joda if we get the list and to do the update
8:08:44 PM SR: sorry marc
8:08:53 PM Corvus: okay
8:09:03 PM Corvus: I have a puppy here who wants walking
8:09:12 PM Corvus: and a wife on the way home who's going to want dinner
8:09:33 PM Corvus: I'm off like a bannana at the prom
8:09:48 PM zratchet: off too, but will leave channel open
Corvus left the room (quit: Quit: l8r g8rz!). (8:09:52 PM)
8:10:18 PM SR: i will leave then as well
8:10:20 PM SR: thanks again

